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Lviv, March 1st, 2022
Russian = barbarian. This is a “brand” that Putin has hung on each of Russia's 144
million people. DEPUTINIZATION of the world has also become part of our foreign
policy. (Dmytro Kuleba, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine, 01.03.2022)
Dear Partners of UCU and Ukraine!
The Russian Federation’s armed invasion in Ukraine, which has been going on for six days,
has already led to a number of serious war crimes - shelling of children’s institutions, hospitals,
and other civil objects, including cultural heritage objects in Kyiv, Kharkiv, Chernihiv and
many other Ukrainian cities. After the barbaric and predatory attacks on our cities, the killing
of children and civilians, we have every right to say that Putin attached to a modern Russian
the “brand” of a barbarian. Everyone in the world needs to understand this. Today, Ukraine and
UCU call on all states, international organizations, and all our valued Partners to release the
world of Putin and his poisonous propaganda. This means eradicating the influence of the
Russian system in politics, diplomacy, business, education and science, sports, culture, and
other fields. The world must be cleansed of this toxic virus that brings death to the civilized
world, democracy, and human dignity!
1. The world’s international business shows now the united decision - exclude Russia
in each possible field of international cooperation. A market nightmare precisely
describes the Russian market’s situation since the sanctions have been imposed. The
Russian invasion of the sovereign territories of Ukraine is causing a mass exodus of
foreign companies from the Russian economy. From the oil giant BP which promised
to exit its joint venture from Russian state-owned company Rosneft (19.7% stake) to an
American subscription streaming service and production company Netflix, which
refuses to broadcast Russian state TV channels in Russia. Disney, Warner, Sony, and
Marvel have all decided to halt releases in Russian cinemas. The world’s largest LNG
trader, Shell Oil, announced it would leave joint ventures with Gazprom, including the
now-dead Nord Stream II. Norwegian oil and gas company Equinor stops all new
investments in Russia and begins to exit its joint ventures with Rosneft. General Motors
announced the cutting off of its business with Russia. The same announcement was
made by Volvo Cars, Volkswagen Group, Daimler Truck. Aeroflot and other Russian
airlines are banned from the 27-nation bloc in the European Union, together with the
UK and Canada. Swiss Credit Bank, French Societe Generale, Dutch ING Group NV
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and Radobank refused from lending and investing in Russia. Apple announced to stop
selling their items in the official online-store in Russia. The National Bank of Ukraine
(NBU) has initiated a halt to the supply of cash foreign currency to banks in Russia and
Belarus. The NBU appealed to the ambassadors of the G7 group and the heads of the
central banks of these countries, European banks supplying cash and representatives of
the international fast money transfer system Western Union to stop the supply of foreign
currency to Russian and Belarusian banks. Dear partners, isn't it time to check and take
an anti-putin virus test at our own organizations? Can we be sure that our academic and
business communities are free from the destructive influence of Putin?
2. Violation of International Law and crimes against humanity. On Tuesday, March
the 1st, the prosecutor of the International Criminal Court addressed the situation in
Ukraine stating that there is legal evidence of both war crimes and crimes against
humanity made by Russian soldiers on Ukrainian territory. In 1949, as a result of the
devastating World War II, European countries adopted the most important instrument
of international humanitarian law - the four Geneva Conventions that prohibit killing
and ill-treatment of civilians, the destruction of civilian infrastructure and the use of
weapons that cause undue damage or unnecessary suffering. In the best traditions of the
Hitlerite Empire, the military forces of the Russian Federation fire mostly on the civilian
population and civilian infrastructure, taking lives every hour and leveling entire cities
and villages. The Russian Ministry of Defence also announced its intention to bomb
other military objects in the center of the capital. A few dozen meters from the stated
target of the bombing is the St. Sophia Cathedral, a symbol of Kyiv Rus, decorated with
mosaics and frescoes dated back to the 11th century - a historical period when Moscow
did not yet exist on the map. The Putin regime hates Ukrainian identity!
Putin is committing crimes not only against humanity but also against his own citizens.
Today, Putin officially priced the lives of his soldiers to be 11,000 Russian rubles (an
amount of money Russia promised to pay to the families of dead soldiers, which is a
little bit more than 100 USD). We believe that human life cannot have a price. To save
Russian lives, Ukraine in contrast is offering a full amnesty and 5,000,000 rubles to the
Russian military, who will lay down its arms and surrender.
3. Holocaust memorial ‘Babyn Yar’ bombing. Russian troops are also targeting objects
of national and historical memory, violating all norms of UNESCO's international
obligations. A major Holocaust memorial in Kyiv was struck today during Russia’s
latest bombardment of the city, which targeted a television broadcast tower in the
Ukrainian capital. This is a symbolic place for millions of people all over the world to
remember the cruelty of the Nazi regime. In Babyn Yar Nazis massacred up to 100.000
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Jews, Roma, and Ukrainians during World War II. Andriy Yermak, Head of the Office
of the President wrote: “These villains are killing Holocaust victims for the second
time”. During the accident, 5 people were killed. President Zelensky twitted: “Why to
repeat "Never Again" for 80 years when the bomb falls if the world remains silent?”.
We appeal to everyone still staying silent or claiming one’s non-political position - your
silence kills, your silence destroys world heritage!
4. Belarussian troops entered Ukraine. The enemy has seen him becoming weaker, and
Putin has begun to engage his authoritarian allies in this conflict. A Belarusian column
of 33 units entered the Chernihiv region, located north of the capital Kyiv, on March 1.
Belarus' self-proclaimed President Alexander Lukashenko previously vowed that
Belarusians would not participate in Russia's war against Ukraine and would not let
Russia use the Belarusian territory for that purpose. Lukashenko, in particular, may try
to invade Ukraine's northwestern territories, which Russia hasn’t so far considered as a
priority. Global community should have no doubts that authoritarian regimes would not
respect international obligations. Lukashenko should be recognized as a war criminal
together with Putin.
5. The European Parliament approved Ukraine’s application for joining the
European Union and recommended member states to grant Ukraine the candidate
status. Today we all are a part of the historical moment. On March 1st, the European
Parliament approved Ukraine’s application for joining the European Union and
officially started a special procedure of consideration of Ukrainian membership. A
President of the European Parliament Roberta Metsola stated, “We recognize Ukraine's
European perspective… We must meet the future together”. The European Parliament
signed a resolution that condemns Russia's war against us, calls on Russia to withdraw
all its troops from our territory, and calls on EU institutions to work to grant Ukraine
EU candidate status. We firmly believe that such steps and further logical actions by
European states can effectively accelerate the cessation of the war and can give a worthy
rebuff to the Russian international criminal. We understand that there will still be a lot
of work and effort ahead, but the guarantee of your support will allow us to work for a
concrete result and goals that will be common to the whole nation.
6. UCU: a model of “workshop university”. Our University now finds itself in an
entirely “new reality”. To handle the situation well the Operating Group was created
with a mandate to meet the urgent needs of the community, strengthen physical and
digital security, and build our capacity for resilience.
One of the key questions was what to do with the educational process. In 2004 and 201314, when Ukraine went through two revolutions to safeguard its democratic
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development and rule of law, the University transferred its education services from
classes to the streets. Students went through tempering experiences of social activism,
public service and civic responsibility. We decided to use a similar model now and
turned the university into a workshop. The war is the most extreme case filled with
cruelty, humiliation, violence and human suffering. Even people with strong characters
and rich experience could get traumatized. What to say about young immature students?
If they are left alone, they could be overwhelmed with anxiety and stricken by fear. It is
also impossible to hold classes online at such a time. Students are not able to concentrate
and focus on regular content. Moreover, they will miss learning the most important
antidote against fear and feeling of helplessness which is human solidarity and doing
something important together.
So, UCU moved to a model of ‘workshop university’. Students are required to
participate in ‘classes’ either in person or remotely. But these days classes are designed
in accordance with the service-learning model. Each program, teachers and their
students had defined their own way of enacting social change. That should help the
students to better understand the situation, to find the project which could prove them
useful in helping others, to reflect on the acquired experience, and go on. UCU is being
transformed now into a big workshop and a spider web of many projects for enacting
human dignity in these perilous times. Young people draw their energy for facing the
hard and tragic reality of war from their fellow students, community, and God. In the
appendix to the letter, we provide you with a list of those student networks that are
successfully operating for the sake of Ukraine’s victory. If you are willing and able to
support these initiatives, below we also provide information on how to do so.
Pope Francis has called on everyone to organize a Day of Prayer and Fasting for Peace in
Ukraine on March 2, Ash Wednesday. On this day we all can share the sufferings of the
Ukrainian people, to make everyone feel like brothers and sisters, and to pray to God for the
end of the war. We welcome you to join this initiative together with UCU!
Good and truth will prevail!

Yours sincerely,
Rectorate and Operating Group
____________________________
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If you want and can join humanitarian activities, you may send any aid you deem appropriate.
Please check our FB page for the list of current needs https://www.facebook.com/UkrainianCatholicUniversity
UCU’s operation is now fully devoted to defending our country and supporting people affected
by the war. We would be grateful for your donations to ensure the fulfillment of our mission
during this time, as well as the functioning and safety of the university community https://supporting.ucu.edu.ua/donate/.

You may also transfer your donations to Ukrainian Catholic University Foundation
https://ucufoundation.org/donate/.
If you want to to support UCU students’ volunteering projects, you can use the following
account for money transfers:
Recipient: UCU CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
Registration code: 44047231
Payee’s Account #:
CAD - UA933253650000000260070024532
Intermediary: CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK OF COMMERCE, Toronto, Canada
SWIFT: CIBCCATT

EUR - UA773253650000000260070024529
Intermediary: KBC BANK NV, Brussels, Belgium
SWIFT: KREDBEBB
GBP - UA313253650000000260000024531
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Intermediary: KBC Bank N.V., Brussels, Belgium
SWIFT-CODE: KREDBEBB

PLN - UA133253650000000260030024530
Intermediary: POWSZECHNA KASA OSZCZEDNOSCI BANK POLSKI SA,
WARSZAWA, POLAND
SWIFT: BPKOPLPW

USD - UA153253650000000260000024528
Intermediary: BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON, New York , USA
SWIFT: IRVTUS3N
Bank SWIFT Code: WUCBUA2X
Bank Name:

JSC KREDOBANK

Bank Address:

Sakharova str. 78, Lviv 79026, Ukraine

